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Information scientists have generally
accepted that there’s a difference in the
way ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ scientist; deal
with the problems of current awareness
and retrospective search. ‘Basic’ scientists prefer to browse. indeed, a recent
article asserts that the ‘basic’ scientist
must browse, however good any machine system available to him.1 ‘Applied’ scientists on the other hand, and
especially engineers, prefer or require
speedy access to specific areas or types
of information
as dictated by the
‘mission-orientation’
of their current
assignment.z
This hypothesis implies that ‘basic’
scientists would prefer to scan Current
Contents @ page-by-page. ‘Applied’ engineers would go straight to particular
journal titles, or to specific terms in an
index to article titles listed in CC@. If
all this is true, one might ask why lSI@
added a Weekly Subject Index (W!H) to
Current Contents/Life
Sciences,
two
years ago rather than to CC/Engineering
G Technology
or to CC/Agricuhure,
Biology
G Enn”ronmental
Sciences.
The ‘basic’ scientist may indeed prefer to browse, but he doesn’t, therefore,
ignore the help its WI can give him.
Taking the basic & browse vs. applied
& specific too much at face value, we
frankly underestimated the appeal of
WSI to our ‘basic’ CC/Life
Sciences
audience. Many of them do use the index; even more assign use of it (while
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they browse) to lab assistants, secretaries, librarians, or others, as a supplement to and as a check on their browsing. others use it as an interim retrospective search tool until quarterly or
annual indexes are available.
We ‘illogically’ launched a W.SZ for
CC/Life Sciences, rather than for CC/
Engineen”ng & Technology
because
realities of the 1S1 data base dictated
the choice. Our underestimation of the
fantastic response is a tribute to the
impact of accepted dogma.
The reality referred to above means
that the WSI of CC/Life Sciences gets a
“free ride” from data input for the
For the SC1m
Science ‘Citation Index’.
data base, we pick up article titles, authors, addresses, etc. Where the total
journal coverage of any edition of CC is
included in the coverage of SCI, we
have all that’s needed for a WSI. When
we first contemplated a WS1 for CC/
Life Sciences, most of its 1053 journals
were already covered by SCZ. To get
the WSI started, we added the few that
weren’t. This addition slightly enlarged
coverage of SC1 and that of ASCA @ as
well.
That first WSf was the thin end of a
wedge. We soon added a WSl to CC/
Physical & Chemical Sciences. When we
launched CC/C/inicu/ Practice, the need
for a weekly index to the material
seemed to me inarguable. But the lists

The justification for complete CC
by ~/PKS
and
and applied science
many not covered indexing of -T
by SCZ. So we added to the 1S1 data will be made possible through a Techbank only the information necessary nology Citation Index. From it a WSI
for the WM: article titles, authors, ad- for CC/E&T would be a simple spin-off.
dresses, etc.-but
not the references Indeed, 1 could have begun this essay
cited. The addition of these data has by saying that production of a Techalso enlarged the scope of our ASCA
nology Citation
Index (one that insystem for selective dissemination and cludes coverage of patents) would guarfor 1S1tape customers.
antee a WS1 for CC/Engineering G
In 197s we intend to provide Week< Technology.
And since much of techIndexes
for all editions of nology is-app~led science, many of the
Iy Subject
CC. The Social Sciences Citation In- iournals covered by a ml would push
dex ‘“ has made it possible to add ‘us toward the same ‘free ride’ capabdas well.
WSI to CC/Socia~
& Behavioral
Scien- ity for a WSI to CC/AB&3S
A Technology Citation Index must,
ces. But the journals covered by CC/
of course, reco~mend itself to us for
Agriculture,
Biology
& Environmental
Sciences are covered only in part by other reasons than the role it might
SC1 and other Cc’s. Production of play in neatly completing a circle of integrated data pr~cessing here at 1S1.
WSIS for CC/AB&ES
and CCIE&T
would increase not only the usefulness There are such reasons. First, there’s
of these indhridual products, but also the business of patents; second, there’s
the scope and value of ASCA and 1S1 the technolotis~’s interest in tsublished
material that- a ‘basic’ scientist would
tapes.
These logistical problems are some- usually consider trivial redundancy.
what dull for most readers, but we are
In 1964 and 1965, we did include
often asked to reconcile the seeming United States patents in the coverage
discrepancies in the journal coverages of SC1. But little interest was shown
of our services. Thus if you read all six by users at the time. During the past
editions of CC, you cover 4160 differ- decade, however, use of the SCI has
ent journals. There is an overlap but become a routine method of search. Its
the duplication
is not as extensive as importance in review of the technologi.
some suppose. The average journal is cal literature is now much better undernow covered in only 1.2 editions of stood. One would have thought patent
CC. Table 1 shows the numbers covered searches to be an area where the value
by one edition, by two editions, three of a citation index would be immediateeditions, etc. Table 2 shows the overlap ly recognized even though patents are
of journals between various editions of indexed by several existing secondary
CC and other 1S1services.
services. [t was naivete that led me to
The advent of 1S1’s on-line SCl- believe, almost twenty years ages that
SEARCH @. increased use of ASCA,
patent folk would leap at the chance
and increased use of 1S1 tapes will have to improve an archaic system. But the
a significant effect on the economics arcane methods of patentology coincide
involved. These services can absorb with a deep conservatism.
some of the cost of processing data
AS mentioned above, redundancy is
from journals not yet ~overed by SCZ of interest in technology. We have long
and SSC1 m .
I

of journals covered
~lclinical

included
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Table 1. Journal Coverage of the Six Editions of Cswrent Grstents*
Total Coverage
of all Editions

In One
Edition

In Two

4160

3344

780

Multiple Coverage
In Four
In Three
7b

29a

Tbia ematf trisAe coverage is made up for the most part of jourmsIs which appear in
CC/Life Sc[encea, Ct7/CtinknS Pmctke, and CCfSoc&t and Behavioml Sctencw.
Biometrics,
Cybernetics,
Endeavor,
b. These seven journals are: American Scknttst,
Irsternotionai Joumdi of Applied Rodiotion and Isotopes, Sctenttfk Amerkam and
Seamh.

e.

Table 2. Overlap in Coverage between A SCA, SC1, SSCZ, and Current

Cbrstents*

CURRENT CONTENTS
=

ASCAa

Scl

673
501
1053
365
703
1053
1031

385
478
175
358
613
1039
187

CLIN
ENG
WC
AGR
PHYS
LIFE
SSCI

SSCI

LIFE

PHYS

51
23
878

331
10
57
140
109
1053

0
159
11
33
703

2
19
7
827

ENG

WC

61
17
1106

0
657

CLIN
673
The

counts in
each box are
7
the number ofjoumals
15
common to the intersection of
55
the services indicated in that row and
1031
column. The total number of journals involved
is 4455. The total number of journals consi&ting
Current Contents only is 4160 (see table 1). The total of

~

their individual
●.

AGR

coverages

(considering

duplication)

is 5019.

The row and column heading abbreviations tndieate:
ASCA — Automatic Subject Citation Alert
Sa
— Science Citation Index
SSCI – Social Sciences Citation Index
Life

— Current Contents/Life

Be&nce#
& Chemical Sciences
Con ten ts/Aurfculture,
Bioiogy and Environmental
Contents/Soeksl
and Behssuioml Sciences
Contenb/Enghseeting
and Technology
Contents/Ctinical Pmctice

Phys — Current Con ten ts/Phydcol
Aar
Soc
Ena

–
–
–

Clin

–

Current
Current
Current
Current

b. Thesenumbersin bold face Indicatetotal coverageof the particular

Science#

service.

do not include journals, not wholely covered, that areremlerly
scannedfor PertinentmaterIaf.Thereareahout 1100 such titles.

c. Counts

for the SSCI

for these tables were made on March 15, 1974. AS the constant
*The counts
-Cssrrent Contents readers will know, slight changes in journal coverage (addition
of new titles, deletion of dead titles, transfer of coverage between editions) are
almost continuous, as reflected in the journal Couerage Changes notes published
in almost every weekly issue. Ckation of these figures must take this fact into
account.
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likely to be manuals, specification
sheets,
trade publications,
manufacturers’
technical
brochures,
patents, etc.--all geared to location of specific data or informs tlon.
3. Garfield, E. Breaking the subject index
barrier; a citation
index for chemical
patents.]otcrmd
of the P~tent office Society
39(8):583-95,
1957.
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~ The use of the word ‘engineers’ among
“ urformauon
scientists sometimes puzzles
certain engineers themselves. Many information sclentsts when speaking of engineers,
unconsciously
mean ‘research engineers’. Among these are engineering
sc]entlsts concentrating
in mechanical physics, materials
science, aerodynamics, electrical errgmeering,
chemical engineering, etc. Such men may be
as browsing-prone
as any basic scientist in
other fk}ds. However, the preferred sources
of information
of ‘working engineers’ are

4. Garfield,

Let me hear from

you,

E.,’’The World Brain as Seen by
an Information Entrepreneur. ” Paper pre.
sented at a Symposium on Reorgamzmg information
Resources
to 1reprove Decis]on
Making, Annual Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science,
San Francisco, February 27, 1974,
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